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Silex samples
Obsidian samples
Zadubravlje

- 15 km east of Slavonski Brod
- 1989-1990 (Zagreb-Belgrade motorway)
- Starčevo culture site
- 6200 m²
- C14 dates 5970-5040 cal BC; oldest date originates from a well
- Features with “workshop assemblages” 5930-5530 cal BC
- Workshop assemblage in 4 features (N = 500+)

Fig. 1: Zadubravlje; central part of the settlement – residential pithouses 6 and 10 with fenced yards and workplace pithouse 9 with pottery and bread ovens (reconstruction by E. Münchwe- ter, drawing by M. Gregl)
Galovo

- Slavonski Brod
- Brickyard, partially destroyed
- Excavations since 1997. (2500 m² so far)
- Starčevo culture
- Huge time span
- Somewhat controversial dates (and/or interpretation)

6070-4960 cal BC
Galovo

- Workshop assemblage in 3 features
- Burials in 2 features
- Chipped stone assemblage not connected with the burial or ritual

Cernička Šagovina

- Late 1970s
- 50 m²
- 3 features (pits) of undefined purpose
- Late starčevo
- Lithic assemblage N = 41
**Đakovo - Ivandvor**

- Vc corridore
- Starčevo – late
- Dark painting and barbotine
- Dwelling and working pits
- Construction elements

- Lithic assemblage
  
  N=56

Leleković 2008

**Đakovo - Tomašanci**

- Vc corridore
- Starčevo – late
- Dark painting and barbotine
- Dwelling and working pits
- Construction elements

- Lithic assemblage
  
  N=56

Balen 2007
Virovitica-Brekinja

- 5400 m²
- 312 chipped stone artifacts
- 1 dwelling pit
- Other still undefined
- No workshop activity in the investigated part of the site

Starčevo culture lithic assemblages – general characteristics

- Industry based on blades
- Simple retouched tools and endscrapers
- Trapezes – not many, but present

- Resembles early phases of Anzabegovo, Divostin and Golokut
Provenance of raw material

- Bosnian mountains
- Pebbles collected from the river beds (Sava, Drava) in small quantities
- Szentgal radiolarite in Zadubravlje

Absence of:
- Long blades
- “Balkan flint”
Obsidian finds

Bapska

Burić 2008
Obre I

- Place of contact of two early Neolithic populations – early phase – starčevo and impresso cultures = starčevo/impresso
- Early/middle Neolithic - discussion
- Later phase – kakanj culture

Okolište

- Butmir culture site
- Late Neolithic

Hofmann et al. 2009
Gornja Tuzla

- Starčevo culture
- Vinča culture
- Bubanj culture

- Starčevo horizon similar and simultaneous with Obre I